INQUIRIES
No.:LDCE/General Dept/Catering/2017/366
L.D. College of Engg.,
Navrangpura,
Ahmedabad - 380015.
Date: 23/02/2017
SUB: Quotation for providing Catering Services
Sir,
The quotation as per above subject should be sent in a sealed cover duly superscripted as
QUOTATION for the following items in table 1 to table 3 due on 17 March 2017 before 5 pm.
ટબલ ૧

Items

Quantity

પાભા, ુલાવ, ુલાબ ં ુ ( નંગ ૨),

૧ થી ૨૦૦ ડ શ /ુધી

સલાડ, છાશ, િમનરલ વોટર, પેપર નેપક ન.

૧ થી ૫૦૦ ડ શ /ુધી

એક ડ શ દ ઠ વુમાં વુ વીકાય ભાવ

૧ થી ૧૦૦૦ ડ શ /ુધી

૧૦૦/-

૧૦૦૦ ડ શ થી વધાર

૧૦૦/-

ટબલ ૨

Items
•

Quantity
સવાર ચા-કોફ , નાતો (બટાકા પૌવા,

૧ થી ૫૦ ડ શ /ુધી

સેવ ખમણી, ઈડલી, સમોસા, ઉપમા ક

૧ થી ૨૦૦ ડ શ /ુધી

તેના સમક< = ન> થાય તે )

•

ુજરાતી

/પંબી

@લ

ભાAું

,

એક ડ શ દ ઠ વુમાં વુ વીકાય ભાવ

૨૦૦ ડ શ થી વધાર

વીટ,ફરસાણ, પાપડ, સલાડ, છાસ સાથે

•

િમનરલ વોટર, પેપર નેપક ન.
ટબલ 3

Items
•
•

Quantity
ુજરાતી / પંબી @લ ભાAુ,ં વીટ,

૧ થી ૫૦ ડ શ /ુધી

ફરસાણ, પાપડ, સલાડ, છાસ સાથે

૧ થી ૨૦૦ ડ શ /ુધી

િમનરલ વોટર, પેપર નેપક ન.

૨૦૦ ડ શ થી વધાર

એક ડ શ દ ઠ વુમાં વુ વીકાય ભાવ

૧૨૦/-
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Terms and Conditions:
1. Tenderer should be a registered and licensed contractor.
Appropriate
documents/Certificates issued from appropriate authorities should be enclosed to
support this.
2. The tenderer should have KST/CST/VAT/TIN/PAN Registration. Copy should be
enclosed.
3. Quoted price should be inclusive of all taxes and duties per dish and accordingly final
bill to be submitted after satisfactory completion of work order.
4. All tenders and covers should bear the name and address of the tenderer and all the
pages of the tender document must bear the seal and signature of the tenderer with
page numbering.
5. The tenderer should be prepared to come to L. D. College of Engineering to take part
in discussions, if required at a short notice.
6. The Contractor shall be solely responsible either for any injury, damage, accident to
the workman employed by the agency or for any loss or damage to the
equipment/property in the areas of work as a result of negligence/carelessness of its
workers.
7. Adequate number of manpower should be supplied so that the work is done in
specified time.
8. Contractor has to provide and use all necessary utensils and furniture and all other
such items for catering and counters of serving as per the requirement.

9. Contractor has to make sure to clean the place after usage and has to lift all garbage
regarding food and catering.
10. The specifications of each items quoted should be completely described in the
quotation. These specifications should be the same as those given in the statement
enclosed herewith.
11. Rates must be quoted in specific units mentioned in the tender form.
12. The validity period for the quotation should be 12 Months from the date on which
the tender is due.
13. Purchase order will be given as per the requirements of the office. Contractor has to
provide the goods as per order at the place suggested in work order.
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14. The payment will be done only if work will be found satisfactory and all conditions
will be followed strictly by the contractor.
15. The Contractor must maintain hygienic, cleanliness and safety requirements.
Contractor has to submit the acceptance and statement that he will follow all the
conditions laid down here on Rs. 100/- stamp paper when order is given.

16. This office reserves the right to reject any or all quotations without assigning any
reasons.
17. In case of any dispute or misunderstanding, the decision of the undersigned
/Principal shall be final.

By Order of
PRINCIPAL
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